
 

No.3  Rheingold Contract                            => free Rheingold station token

After the start the green phase, the owning player may assign the RGE token to a  
railway corporation when acting as its director. Place one RGE token on the railway 
corporation’s charter and the other one  on a metropolis hex , but not on a station 
place. When the railway corporation runs a type 8-train, the RGE token on the 
metropolis hex granted a free passage through this hex when all station places there 
occupied by other railway corporations' station tokens. It also provides the route 
income for a type 8-train. 
The private no. 4 is closes after the placement of the tokens.

                                                        .                                                                                  

No. 4 Krupp Steel Works                          => free station build on hex D13

Private no. 3 entitled to a free station building on hex D13 (Essen), when there is at 
least a yellow track tile placed. When all station places already occupied, place the 
new station token adjacent to the other station tokens. This additional station token 
connects to all track on the tile.                                                                                             .
When the free station token was placed adjacent to the occupied station places, it 
will move automatically to a new station place that appears due to an upgrade of 
hex D13.

No. 2 Mungsten Bridge                             => free upgrade of hex G12

No. 5 Aachen Mining District                    =>free ADR 10% stock certificate           
  

=> Minimum bidNo. 6 CME Director Certificate                               140 M
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KS - Version

Angertalbahn
20 M

Rendite/Revenue 5  M

No. 1 No. 1 Angertalbahn                => additional tile placement on hex E12

Alternative STARTING PACKAGE

Mungsten Bridge

Rendite/Revenue 10 M

40 MNo. 2

Krupp Steel Works

Rendite/Revenue 20 M

80 MNo. 4

Aachen Mining District

Rendite/Revenue 20 M

120 MNo. 5

The private no. 2 reserves the upgrade of hex G12 to green. After the start of the
 green phase the owning player, when acting as the director of a railway corporation 
may place the green tile # 1990 on hex G12 without costs. This tile placement is the
railway corporation’s only tile lay during this operating round. The acting railway 
corporation may build a station there, directly after the tile placement at full costs.
When building a station token during a later turn, the railway corporation must have
an available route to the station place.                                                                   .       
 

The private no. 5 comes together with a 10% stock certificate of the ADR.      
There is no special function.

The CME starting stock market value is 70 Mark. The banker moves three 10% stock
certificates of the CME into the bank pool and places 210 Mark beside the map close 
to the off-board destination ‘Östliches Ruhrgebiet’. This money goes into the CME's 
treasury as soon there is a track link from Köln to Duisburg  via Düsseldorf.  As the CME 
floats after the purchase of the director certificates, the stock price token moves up one 
step. The difference between the final bid and the minimum bid remains with the bank.
 There is also a rule change about the RhE (see prepoaration for ‘Alternative 
Starting Package’)

The private no. 1 reserves the first tile placement on hex E12. After the start of the
green phase, the owning player, when acting as director of a railway corporation, may 
place a tile on hex E12 without paying the terrain costs. The tile lay is in addition to the 

railway corporation’s normal tile placement.                                 . 
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50 MNo. 3
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